Suggested Starting Point Keywords

Caroline
1. native americans or indians or indigenous people or american natives or american indians
2. educat* or school* or teach*
3. Lacrosse

-- if you exclude lacrosse you will get many more results at which point you will want to limit to title/abstract/subject

Molly
1. inner city school* or urban school* or urban education
2. inequality or psychosocial or poverty or socioecnomic*
3. Zip code or address

Elana
1. standardized test*
2. Common core

Tatian
1. home life or personal life or broken home* or stable home or socioeconomic or single parent*
2. academic performance or academic achievement or gpa or academic engagement or grades or academic success

Ben
1. "affirmative action"
2. college admissions or college application or university admission or higher education
3. legislation or laws or regulation or policy

Madeline
1. public school* or public education
2. funding or budget or spending or finance
3. facilities or buildings

http://pad.human.cornell.edu/schools/index.cfm
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Clare
1. divers* or inclu* or race or ethnicity or gender
2. curriculum or curricula or instruction or teaching or learning
3. k-12 or elementary school or middle school or high school

Liana
1. stem or science or technology or math* or engineer*
2. diversity or multiculturalism or diverse or multicultural
3. education or school or learning or teaching or classroom or education system
4. language or linguistic* or bilingual*

Sean
1. public school or public education
2. funding or budget or spending or finance or federal funding
3. alternative*

Lucas
1. bilingual* or dual language or multilingual*
2. education or school or learning or teaching
3. academic achievement or academic performance or academic success

Kate
1. bilingual* or dual language or multilingual*
2. education or school or learning or teaching
3. family or families or relatives or parents or siblings or caregiver

Samuel
1. public school* or public education
2. private school* or independent school* or christian school* or catholic school* or private education
3. graduation rates or completion or retention or persistence
Suggested Starting Point Keywords

Garrett
1. socioeconomic or poverty or low-income or low income
2. classroom behavior or student behavior or behavior problem* or behavior disorder*
3. academic achievement or academic performance or academic success

Courtney
1. bilingual* or dual language or multilingual*
2. middle school or high school
3. Disadvantage* or discrim* or prejudice* or stereotyp* or bias or stigma

Alexander
1. inner city or urban
2. rural or small town or suburban
3. school* or education or classroom or learning
4. demographic* or race or ethnicity or privilege

Alyse
1. vietnam* // bilingual* or dual language or multilingual*
2. education or school or learning or teaching or classroom
3. colonial* or coloniz*or imperial* or neoliberal*

Kate
1. ethnic studies or multicultural education or multicultural curriculum or culturally relevant education or bicultural education
2. k-12 or elementary school or middle school or high school
3. benefits or advantages or positive effects or importance or impact